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Throughout the week, millions of 
people tune in to see their favorite 
talent contests, but do these produc-
tions have everything arranged for 
the most talented to prevail?

Whether it be shows like “Ameri-
can Idol,” “The Voice,” and “The X 
Factor,” I cannot help but notice the 
crucial fl aws fl ung all around the 
format of each production.

Sometimes the setup is to blame, 
but in other shows the public gets 
attached to charismatic personality 
rather than raw talent.

“The Voice” is currently on its 
second season and is popular for 
its blind auditions.  The blind audi-
tions are when the judges are  sit-
ting in large red chairs facing the 
audience, and have 
a buzzer in front of 
them. 

Whenever the 
judges hear some-
thing they fi nd dis-
tinctive or unique, 
they hit their but-
ton and their chair 
turns around.

Then the judge that has rotated 
around will become the contestant’s 
mentor, only if none of the other 
three judges turned around.

If multiple judges hit their buzz-
ers, they will try to duke it out over 
the person.

Then, the contestant makes the 
decision on which judge will best 

suit their particular style.
This does not bother me at all. I 

fi rmly believe the beginning stage 
is what makes the show great.  The 
problem is something that happens 
after the auditions.  They are called 
the battle rounds.

In the battle rounds, the mentors 
pair up with artists from their team 
to battle each other.  The judges 
make some pretty idiotic moves 
when pairing up these contestants.

Instead of pairing up competitors 
with similar styles, they pair oppo-
sites up for the most part.

Also, the song choice is usually 
in favor of one the artists, but yet 
again not always.  Past contest-
ants have even posted saying their 
coach said they were not going to 
move on, and the other was going 
to move one.

  This usually leads to the wrong 
talent moving on, and the other 
getting eliminated from the show 

for something 
they could not 
prevent.

During the 
fi rst seasons of 
“American Idol,” 
it seemed that the 
talented people 
actually made it 
far in the compe-

tition, but now that the show has 
grown it has turned into a popular-
ity contest in most cases.

There have been several examples 
of popularity allowing participants 
to progress through the competi-
tion. There was a contestant named 
HeeJun Han, who had an interest-
ing story, a lackluster voice and 
stage persona.

He was recently voted off of 
American Idol, but the fact that he 
made it into the top 10 of the com-
petition speaks volumes to the “tal-
ent” we are actually attaining in re-
sult of his popularity.

Colton Dixon is another contest-
ant who is leading the pack in the 
less talented, but popular category.  
Admittedly, he is good at entertain-
ing a crowd, but his appearance is 
what draws in the teenage crowd.

There is really nothing these 
shows can do to prevent this from 
happening, only the people calling 
in can stop this from continuing.  
The only addition I can think of is 
to give the judges a little bit more 
say in the competition.

The stage should be set for the 
best entertainer to continue on, but 
what we are getting is good look-
ing people with nothing to separate 
them from the rest.
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